McNally and Wood (1982) recently provided a BASIC program that assigns ranks to a set of scores. This short program maintains the original order of the scores and correctly ranks tied scores. It can be a useful routine in many programs that calculate statistics based on ranks. Table 1 presents SORTRANK, another BASIC program to sort and rank scores, one that has proved to be better for some applications. This program is versatile in that it produces two types of output: (1) scores in sorted order, together with ranks and associated subject identification numbers, and (2) ranks of the scores in their original order. Although the second type of output is often desired, the first type is sometimes preferable or necessary, for example, in calculating Kendall's tau.
SORTRANK uses an insertion sort (Lines 50-70) to sort the scores (Array X), along with their subject numbers (Array Y). Lines 80-100 then check whether consecutive sorted scores are tied. If there is a tie, the program branches to Lines 110-140, which check for further ties and calculate the ranks of the tied scores. Array R contains the ranks. Next, Line 150 determines the rank corresponding to each subject number from 1 to N, thus creating an array of ranks (Array Z) corresponding to the scores in their original order. When a large number of scores is to be sorted, Singleton's (1969) procedure is recommended. This highly efficient algorithm has recently been incorporated in the SPSS nonparametric correlation program and has substantially improved the speed of that program (Hull & Nie, 1981) . Table 2 shows a BASIC version of Singleton's procedure, which was originally published in FORTRAN and ALGOL versions, with additions necessary to handle subject numbers. The listing in Table 2 can be used in place of Lines 50-70 in SORTRANK. With this substitution, the program sorted and ranked 100 randomly arranged scores in 39 sec, compared with 78 sec for SORTRANK and 355 sec for McNally and Table 2 BASIC Coding of Singleton's (1969) Sorting Algorithm 
